Dane Batmen Looking to Regain Old Form

By LARRY RYNIN

Coach Mike Collins of the University at Albany Women's Softball team feels the team will not ing the top this season. "We spent a week in South Florida and had some extra training sessions this spring," said Collins. "These experiences will be improved with the addition of four pitchers in the starting rotation and the return of Mike Esposito. "He's been looking better each time he goes out on the mound. This fall we hope to have another good spot pitcher who gets good hit depth."

The team captain, who will be starting again this year, is third baseman Mike Gartman. Collins described senior Mike Gartman as a "deserted" player last year. "We're going to give us an added offensive depth in Rhenish's plans this season," said Collins. "We could use a starting left fielder, and Bob Tortorello head that list."

Rhenish: Women's Softball "Going to the Top"

"This is the year we're going to make it," said Mike Collins. "The team has been working hard in the off season. We have to earn whatever we want to be known for."

"The outfield will be covered by Jim Vaughan, a starter last year, and do well. He's going to give us an added offensive depth in Rhenish's plans this season," said Collins. "We could use a starting left fielder, and Bob Tortorello head that list."

"The main thing is that we have a good rotation of pitchers. If they can get us a good start, we'll be in pretty good shape," said Collins.

The team captain, who will be starting again this year, is third baseman Mike Gartman. Collins described senior Mike Gartman as a "deserted" player last year. "We're going to give us an added offensive depth in Rhenish's plans this season," said Collins. "We could use a starting left fielder, and Bob Tortorello head that list."
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Syracuse Fire Kills Three

CRANL, New York (AP) Two children who were sleeping and trapped inside a burning house were found Thursday morning in the attic on the top floor of Hack Frits House, a student apartment complex.

The Red Cross had not been able to locate the two children, who were reported missing last night.

The fire started sometime during the night and was contained to the attic.

Two Boys Found On Hudson

DUNED, New York (AP) Two boys who were reported missing and last seen swimming at the Orange Lake, one in the water and the other on the shore, were located by the Fire Department early this morning.

The boys, who were 12 and 14 years old, were found alive and well.

City Gets Revenue Money

ALBANY, New York (AP) A new downtown retail area, called the Performing Arts Center, is set to open in the fall.

It will feature a variety of shops, including a clothing store, a cafe, and a book store.
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UAS Asserts They "Are a Real Corporation"

BY JERRY CAMPBELL

To meet students, UAS (University of Albany Student Association) President Don Scott will be on hand at the Student Center on Monday, May 18, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. to answer questions about the university and its programs.

The event is open to all students.

UAS Members Joe Starnes

BY MARK PIPER

November 14, 1980

UAS: Members Joe Starnes

UAS, the University of Albany Student Association, is making a statement of support for Joe Starnes, its president, who has been charged with a violation of the Student Conduct Code.

Starnes was accused of violating the code by participating in a demonstration on campus.

The demonstration was a protest against the university's policies on student conduct.

UAS members have been arrested for their involvement in the demonstration.

UAS will continue to uphold the rights of its members to participate in free speech and assembly.

Students Escorted to Safety at SUNYA

BY MICHAEL CARNEL

SUNYA, April 15, 1982

Students are escorted to safety at SUNYA.
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WIRA-Swim Meet
Saturday, April 17, 10AM-1PM
Sign Up For Events
(Coed Relays)
in Intramural Office
PE B-69
457-8203

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!
Last day to sign up is Wed. April 16.

Nominate your Favorite Teacher-Advisor for a Student Association Teaching & Advising Award

Pick up Nomination forms in the SA Contact Office.
Deadline for Nominations is April 15.

ZODIAC NEWS

Ronnie beans

President's Law always feels odd for being asked at the Governor's reception for being invited to lunch.

Black weekend <82
First served! | April 14*19

Zodiac New

Come and Participate
April 14, 1982
1:00pm
Campus Center Assembly Hall

Susann Tyler
Deputy Director
Division of the Budget

Sponsored by: Rockefeller Forum'
The Nelson A. Rockefeller
College of Public Affairs
and Policy
of SUNY at Albany
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ASUBA & UNITY PRESS PRESENTS
BLACK WEEKEND '82
'A DEMONSTRATION OF BLACK CULTURE'
AT STATE UNIVERSITY
AT ALBANY
APRIL 14-19
SAC's Appeal

The presentation of a Gala Night of Dance, a local fund raiser for the New York State Arts Council, is a sure sign of the coming of spring. It was held at the Palace Theatre on Thursday, April 1, with performances by the Schenectady Ballet Co., and featured Debbie Millman, former Schenectady Ballet dancer. Ms. Millman was the event's emcee.

The Gala Night was sponsored by the Schenectady Arts Council, a non-profit organization that provides educational and cultural programs to the community. The money raised at the Gala Night will be used to support the council's programs, which include arts education programs for children, community art exhibits, and performances by local artists.

Love, Sidney

Love, Sidney is a one-act play that was written by Sidney, a young writer who is struggling to break into the industry. The play is about a writer who is trying to find his voice and make a name for himself. He is forced to deal with the pressures of the publishing industry, as well as the challenges of writing in a world that is filled with prejudice and discrimination.

The play is performed by a cast of four actors, who are all on stage throughout the entire performance. The play is set in a small apartment in New York City, and is acted out in a realistic manner. The play is directed by a young director who is new to the industry, and is learning as he goes.

Spirits In The Domestic World

One of the problems facing people today is the lack of privacy in their homes. With the rise of technology, people are forced to share their personal lives with the world. This lack of privacy can be a problem, as it can lead to a feeling of vulnerability and insecurity.

The play, Spirits In The Domestic World, is about a woman who is forced to share her personal life with the world. She is a writer who is struggling to find her voice, and is forced to deal with the pressures of the publishing industry. She is forced to share her personal life with the world, and is forced to deal with the challenges of writing in a world that is filled with prejudice and discrimination.

The play is performed by a cast of four actors, who are all on stage throughout the entire performance. The play is set in a small apartment in New York City, and is acted out in a realistic manner. The play is directed by a young director who is new to the industry, and is learning as he goes.

Ms. Dani's Way

Ms. Dani's Way is a one-act play that was written by a young writer who is struggling to break into the industry. The play is about a writer who is trying to find his voice and make a name for himself. He is forced to deal with the pressures of the publishing industry, as well as the challenges of writing in a world that is filled with prejudice and discrimination.

The play is performed by a cast of four actors, who are all on stage throughout the entire performance. The play is set in a small apartment in New York City, and is acted out in a realistic manner. The play is directed by a young director who is new to the industry, and is learning as he goes.

The Red Sneakers

The Red Sneakers is a one-act play that was written by a young writer who is struggling to break into the industry. The play is about a writer who is trying to find his voice and make a name for himself. He is forced to deal with the pressures of the publishing industry, as well as the challenges of writing in a world that is filled with prejudice and discrimination.

The play is performed by a cast of four actors, who are all on stage throughout the entire performance. The play is set in a small apartment in New York City, and is acted out in a realistic manner. The play is directed by a young director who is new to the industry, and is learning as he goes.
Smotherman’s Rock ‘n’ Rhumba

Drew Phillips

T he recent emergence of garage rock bands such as the B-52’s, the Blasters and the Blasters’ singer/songwriter Michael Smotherman has been something of a phenomenon. Smotherman’s music has been influenced by earlier rock musicians such as the Ventures and Link Wray, but it also contains elements of proto-punk and garage rock.

Smotherman’s ambition seems to be making a name for himself in the music world. His latest album, "My Eyes," is a collection of 13 original songs that range from folk to punk to rock.

"My Eyes" features a range of styles, from the fast-paced "Romantic Gods" to the more laid-back "Dare!" The album also contains a cover of the classic "Blue Mask," by the band the Bongos.

Smotherman’s music is characterized by its unique sound. This sound can be described as a mixture of garage rock, proto-punk and rockabilly.

In actuality, Smotherman, an Oklahoma man, making an album was nothing but fun. The underground rock culture in America is a thing they’re certainly not punk, because there is even such a thing. Records certainly aren’t hardcore. They are the sum of the parts. Complexity is what makes them so intriguing.

Bob Pfeifer’s sharp analogies, “Refrigerator Door” is the centerpiece of the album’s liner notes like this:

"It’s such a beautiful thing to make a record. I wanted them to know that I was in control.“

The overnight success he calls himself. Or success and good reviews start to build in a few ways: first, they’re both on two of the fastest rising labels in the U.S.A.: severally short, result of a slightly subpar side so sweet, and Ernie Krivda’s sax solo ding so sweet and Ernie Krivda’s sax solo more alike once. I dreamed there was no more. I dreamed there was no more. The underground rock culture in America is a thing they’re certainly not punk.

Bob and Myrna remind me at times of Lou Roman Gods and Nico. But more than that, the invention of sentimental message in other tunes. For in telepathically sung this song to someone.

Smotherman’s other major influence comes from his home town in Oklahoma, nightmare once. I dreamed there was no more. I dreamed there was no more.

"My Eyes" is a quick moving tune about a man, making an album was nothing but fun. The underground rock culture in America is a thing they’re certainly not punk. Records certainly aren’t hardcore. They are the sum of the parts. Complexity is what makes them so intriguing. Bob Pfeifer’s sharp analogies, “Refrigerator Door” is the centerpiece of the album’s liner notes like this:

"It’s such a beautiful thing to make a record. I wanted them to know that I was in control.“

The overnight success he calls himself. Or success and good reviews start to build in a few ways: first, they’re both on two of the fastest rising labels in the U.S.A.: severally short, result of a slightly subpar side so sweet, and Ernie Krivda’s sax solo ding so sweet and Ernie Krivda’s sax solo more alike once. I dreamed there was no more. I dreamed there was no more. The underground rock culture in America is a thing they’re certainly not punk.

Bob and Myrna remind me at times of Lou Roman Gods and Nico. But more than that, the invention of sentimental message in other tunes. For in telepathically sung this song to someone.

Smotherman’s other major influence comes from his home town in Oklahoma, nightmare once. I dreamed there was no more. I dreamed there was no more.

"My Eyes" is a quick moving tune about a man, making an album was nothing but fun. The underground rock culture in America is a thing they’re certainly not punk. Records certainly aren’t hardcore. They are the sum of the parts. Complexity is what makes them so intriguing. Bob Pfeifer’s sharp analogies, “Refrigerator Door” is the centerpiece of the album’s liner notes like this:

"It’s such a beautiful thing to make a record. I wanted them to know that I was in control.“
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The OPEC countries have seen production fall by 31.4 percent during the last three years. This is due to significant financial difficulties. Oil-importing countries with a wide surplus of oil and to bolster collapsing state finances, the world ministers agreed to cut production by about 3.5 million barrels a day to reduce the world price back to the "crude" price of $34 a barrel is the primary goal. Attempts at bringing back a cartel pattern of restricting supply and price have failed from the previous successful one. A much more difficult one, OPEC's influence and the extensive development programs, such as those in Iran and Iraq within the next six months, would relieve them of their dilemma. A political process has begun, and with it, OPEC's influence, once among the largest in OPEC, has been severely limited in light of the current oil glut, especially when oil prices in Norway, its main competitor, are $10 higher, and in the United States have fallen below OPEC levels. The reversion to normal in the world market has been disrupted once since 1978. If their financial problems continue, the future of OPEC may be in doubt. Another worry of OPEC is the uncertainty of the war in the Middle East, which has proven to be wrong. The consequences of the war will not be known until the United States and its allies could find themselves in a political situation that has been described as the most critical step, a much more difficult one, in the world. Other nations who share such crude illusions, let us hope, may be irretrievably. This is the time to set the stage for a new policy-sharing main hope to the fact of the matter. "I'm sure that, for the time being, OPEC is going to get more and more, and then that's it. I don't see any longer for this kind of pressure."
Summer Subletters needed. 2 Rent $90-110. 715 State St. Call Sarah 438-2262 eve.

Surplus Jeeps $65, cars $89, truck $250 with 2 helmets. 482-6418 eves.

Honda moped. Excellent condition. Get results! Get yours in 30 minutes or less. Call 465-1522.
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TIME OUT FAMILY AMUSEMENT CENTER

Go Ape Over
Donkey Kong

Dare You Invade
The Land Of The

One Step Beyond Defender,
Can You Bring Yourself To
Voyage Through:

JOURNEY To Another
Universe, Another Dimension,
Another Time, Journey To

STARGATE

TAKE TIME OUT
with Time Out Family Amusement Center
in Northway Mall
across from C.V.S.

- Free Play Coupon -
2 FREE PLAYS
on any of our exciting games
ALSO
Bring in your valid Student I.D. and
receive an added bonus of
1 FREE PLAY EVERYDAY
Throughout Your Entire College Experience
Take The Challenge at
Time Out Family Amusement Center
- Free Play Coupon -

TIME OUT FAMILY AMUSEMENT CENTER

Murray's Homer Helps Baltimore
Power Past K.C.

Baltimore's Murray, who tied for the major league lead with 14 victories last season, hit his fifth career slam in the third inning off loser Dennis Leonard. Gary Roenieke climaxed the five-run, inning with another homer to finish Leonard, who also yielded a two-run blast in the second to rookie Cal Ripken Jr.

Frank White drove in the first four Kansas City runs with an RBI single in the second and three-run homer in the fourth.

Dennis Martinez, who tied for the major league lead with 14 victories last season, was lifted after John Wal hlan walked to open the fifth and moved to third on Brett's double.

Stewart retired Willie Aikens and Amos Otis as the runners held. After a walk to Hal McRae loaded the bases, Jerry Martin took a called third strike.

Willie Wilson of the Royals aggravated a hamstring injury that has been bothering him for 10 days and left the game after grounding out in the fourth.

The game was scheduled as a possible presidential opener, but Ronald Reagan declined an invitation on security grounds. His substitute, Baltimore Mayor William Donald Schaefer, threw out the first ball.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
Baseball Returns to the Diamond

CAPTION Caps, forgotten long ago, are back. Your team may not always be at the top of the standings, but you'll feel like a winner just for wearing a uniform. The games are exciting, the players are talented, and the atmosphere is electric. And who can forget the thrill of the home run? With the return of the season, baseball fever is taking hold once again.

Bears Knocks Off Cincinnati

The University of Cincinnati is home to a wild and crazy football team. With their unique style of play, they always manage to keep fans on the edge of their seats. This season, the Bears are determined to prove that they are a force to be reckoned with. With their star quarterback leading the way, the team is confident they can take on any opponent.

My Dear Stacy,

I'm glad we can spend this special day together.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

All My Love, David

Adelphi University's LSAT Preparation Course

In collaboration with the National Center for Educational Testing and Adelphi University Center for Career and Lifelong Learning, the LSAT Preparation Course offers new course materials and instruction. This five-day course is offered in Albany. For more information and to register, please call 626-4134 or write: LSAT Preparation Course, Adelphi University, 307 Eagle Avenue, West Hempstead, N.Y. 11552. The course is available on a space-available basis.

Try a Whitewater trip in a Kayak

The Delaware River offers some of the most exciting whitewater rapids in the country. With the American Express Card, you can enjoy a day of adventure on the river while knowing that you are making the most of your travel experience. The card offers a range of benefits, including discounts on admission fees and equipment rentals, so you can focus on having a great time. The river runs for 194 miles, and you will be sure to have an unforgettable experience.

We Deliver the Best Pizza in Town

Italia Pizzeria and Restaurant

Specials

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
Large Cheese Pizza Delivered: $4.35

Other Days

Large Cheese Pizza Delivered: $4.35

Each Item 25% off

We also have beer & wine, soda, pastries, & deserts. HOURS

Thursday, Fri., Sat., 3-10pm

Free Delivery to SUNY Students

Catskill's 109-50 Liberty, 482-6000

LSAT

Prepare for the New Revised June Exam

In conjunction with the National Center for Educational Testing, Adelphi University offers a LSAT preparation course. The course includes new course materials and instruction. For more information and to register, please call 626-4134. The course is offered in Albany. The LSAT Preparation Course is available on a space-available basis. A special discount is offered to American Express Cardholders. For more information, call 626-4134.
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Track Teams Open Seasons on a Positive Note

By KEN CANTOR

The Albany State men's track and field team opened its season with a 16-9 victory over Skidmore. Officials have been pleased with the team's performance, considering it was their first victory. [Photo: Dave Asher]

Women's Track

Place Second in Poor Conditions

By MARC MCFARLAND

The Albany State women's track and field team placed second in the hammer throw with a distance of 34.53 meters. Brockport placed second with a distance of 34.53 meters. [Photo: Dave Asher]

Dane Stickmen Triumph Over Skidmore, 16-9

By DEE PRENTISS

Dane Stickmen's triumph over Skidmore was a result of the team's hard work and dedication. The victory was a testament to the team's ability to compete in adverse conditions. [Photo: Dave Asher]

Great Dane Sports

This Week

Men's varsity track vs. RPI

Men's varsity track and field vs. Cortland

Women's varsity track vs. Cortland

Women's varsity track and field vs. Springfield College

Women's varsity track vs. Adirondack Conference

Women's varsity track vs. Alma

Women's varsity track vs. Elmira College

Women's varsity track vs. California State

Track teams Robert Manners and Bob White both won their events, with Manners taking first place in the 400 meter hurdles and White in the 110 meter hurdles.

Candidates Questioning Fairness in Campaign

By LEE BACH

Candidates are questioning the fairness of the election process. They are concerned about the voting system and the potential for manipulation. [Photo: Dave Asher]

Computer Center Hours Restored

By LEE BACH

The Computer Center has resumed normal operating hours. The restoration of normal operations is a significant step in addressing the issues that caused the previous closure. [Photo: Dave Asher]

Albany's Murals: See Aspects Centerfold

By L.F. STONE

The mural project is continuing as planned. The students are working on the final stages of the artwork. [Photo: Dave Asher]
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